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SHOW ME THE TRAILS

Maps, directions and where 
exactly to go you ask? Follow 
the links to get you directly to 
the trail heads. 
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THE ETERNAL LIGHTNESS 
OF BEING

Nothing exemplifies the utter joy of 
a last-light blast along a perfectly 
scaped singletrack trail...
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let it guide you”
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SWEET ON ZUURBERG

“Those folk sure knew what they 
were talking about when they 
branded the Eastern Cape as the 
‘Adventure Province’”
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BIG
BLAH, BLAH...
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Every year during midsummer, one of Africa‘s least 
known migrations take place. Millions of brown-
veined white butterflies take to the skies as they 
confetti upon the air currents in a north-easterly 
direction from the central and western South 
African interior, setting course for Mpumalanga, 
Limpopo and even as far away as Mozambique. 
 
These little winged insects are also known as 
Pioneer Whites, and the #oZONE Team was 
fortunate enough to be a part of this wildlife 
spectacle while on a CORE MERINO and MERRELL 
Content Creation Project. The shoot happened at 
the superb Hayterdale Trails MTB hub near ADDO 
Elephant National Park, and it was truly magical to 
crest a singletrack climb and then watch the fairy-
tale spectacle of thousands of butterflies drifting 
on the breezes wafting through the indigenous 
Oos-Kaap bush. 
 
Hayterdale rates as one of the top mountain biking 
trail networks in this ‘Frontier Country’ Region of 
the Eastern Cape Province. It is also famous as the
trailhead for premium events such as Great 
Zuurberg Trail Run, Great Zuurberg Trek and the 
new #GZTe eBike Stage Race. Off the bike, it is a 
veritable paradise for hikers, bird watchers, trail 
runners and outdoor folk keen to reconnect with 
nature at its most pristine.

Four days was way too short here in the ‘Kingdom 
of the Hayters’, but it proved a best possible 
counterpoint to the madness that came packaged 
with 2020. Zuurberg is far enough away from the 
rat race to immerse you in a unique eco-adventure 
paradise, but with easy access to Nelson Mandela 
Bay’s fusion food, arty street culture and untouched 
beaches. It rates as one of my TOP 5 Outdoor 
Spaces in Southern Africa, so add it to your Bucket 
List right now. 

From all of us at #oZONE, we just want to say THANK 
YOU to the believers, the huggers, the smilers, 
the never-say-die-ers, the quirky introverts, the 
eyebrow-lifters, the deliverers of ironic one-liners, 
and all the cool fools who refuse to fit into society‘s 
rigid little boxes. You guys all rock. And your dry, 
wry quiet revolution sparked like fireflies despite 
the dark times of 2020. Let’s just say 2021 has 
already gone weird all over, but with you having our 
back, we‘re amped and ready to roll!
 
All together now … And Breathe!
 
Die Oom and Beardy

Millions of 
brown-veined 
white butterflies 
take to the skies

JACQUES MARAIS

Jacques Marias Zane Schmahl
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Who’s up for a slo-motion whip into 
the remains of the day? Let’s just say 
the Valley Section of the Hayterdale Red 
Route will slot you into the zig-zag zone, 
with cheeky kickers floating you in over 
fields of bunny-tail grass seeds popping 
tungsten flares in the last rays of the set-
ting sun. It doesn’t get any better than 
this - www.zuurberg.co.za 

THE ETERNAL 
LIGHTNESS OF
BEING
Nothing exemplifies the utter joy of a last-light blast along 
a perfectly scaped singletrack trail ...

GETTING THE SHOT - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CAMERA: SONY A7r3 
LENS: 20mm at f1.8 
ISO: 250 ISO
ILLUMINATION: Natural Light
RIDER: Andy Something …
PHOTOGRAPHER: Jacques Marais
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SWEET ON
ZUURBERG

“Those folk sure knew what they 
were talking about when they branded 
the Eastern Cape as the ‘Adventure 
Province’”, I think as I bomb the hairpin 
single-track snaking down into the 
valley slumbering at the foot of the 
Seven Dwarves descent. Less than 2km 
equates to a gut-thumping 400m drop, 
which on a mountain bike generally 
comes packaged with that sinking 
feeling of ‘what goes down, must come 
back up’.

Not this time, china … I’m behind the 
bars of a souped-up Giant Stance e-bike 
and for once in my life I cannot wait for 
those climbs to kick in. So far, it’s been 
downhill all the way from Zuurberg 
Mountain Village Inn, along a track I can 
honestly rate as one of the Top 3 MTB 

Stage Race routes in the whole of SA.
Windswept and golden grassland 

ridges - dotted with prehistoric 
cycadifolias dating back to the Jurassic 
period – make way for dense montane 
slopes, all a-bristle with thickets of 
boerboon, kiepersol and aloe ferox. 
The further you drop into the belly of 
the valleys, the more you expect to 
encounter Hobbits and wizards …

Today is all about trail runners 
though, as I’m shooting the annual 
Great Zuurberg Trail, with a lot of the 
route following that of the eponymous 
mountain biking extravaganza. We’re 
into Day Two of the event, with the 
competitors strung out along the rugged 
and remote valleys of Addo Elephant 
National Park’s Zuurberg Section.

with never-ender hiking-, mountain 
biking- and running trails traversing the 
peaks stacking high towards the distant 
Karoo plains. Access is permit-based 
and pretty safe, with many of the trail 
heads starting right on your front porch 
if you’re staying at the historic Zuurberg 
Mountain Village Inn.

Which is where I’m headed to, albeit 
in a rather roundabout way … So far, 
the descents and flats have hardly 
necessitated me switching on the 
Stance, but a steep, tortuous and rather 
gnarly climb switch-backing up to Camp 

Dude, don’t check the eastern cape out skeef, okay? Especially not if you’re planning on 
heading into those rugged ranges rucking up inland from addo elephant national park. 
This is one place on the planet where you can literally still hike with dinosaurs, writes 
Jacques Marais ...

This unexplored natural 
playground is about as 
wild as this hideaway 
part of the ‘Frontier 
Country’ gets,

PHOTOGRPAHY & COPY BY JACQUES MARAIS
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Figtree looms. I hit the button, and the 
e-caine kicks in!

This is my second time ever on an 
e-Bike, and let’s face it: once you’ve had a 
sniff of this Marvel Comic hero goodness, 
it’s gonna be pretty darn difficult going 
back to plain old calf power. “But that’s 
a problem for another day”, I smirk as I 
destroy gravity, with my heart rate barely 
spiking.

Life is about to get even better, 
though. From Figtree, a high-speed 
downhill doglegs you onto the legendary 
Hayterdale Trails. This superbly scaped 
fat-tyre playground bangs you onto 
bush-tunnel after berm over wooden 
bridge in a orgasmi-rhythmic velo pedal 
session that is as good as any ride will 
ever be. And yes, I am talking mountain 
biking here.

The iconic Zuurberg Pass is up next, 
and yes, you could do it at leisurely 
pace in a Toyota. But hell man, it’s not 
gonna beat that dog-with-its-head-out-
the-window-while-gnashing-gulps-of-
air-and-yowling-at-the-sky feeling, is 
it? Nope, so instead, flex your thumb to 
boost that power button, settle into that 
comfy Stance saddle, and ride, baby, ride! 

oZONE  / MAGAZINE
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Ja-ja … I hear you. This all sounds a tad hard-core for regular 
folk, right? Moenie worry nie, watch net, because there are 
loads of laid-back options for those readers less versed in the 
lactic-acid department …

Go Hike (or Run)
The secret Zuurberg section of the Addo Elephant National 

Park boasts a superb network of hiking trails, offering 
everything from easy ambles to strenuous multi-day treks. 
You’ll lose yourselves within densely wooded valleys or take 
in breathtaking views from atop grassland plateaus, where 
ancient cycads and spreading cabbage trees dot the dramatic 
cliff edges. Look out for bushbuck, rhebuck, spiral-horned 
kudu and an impressive bird list, including verreaux- and 
martial eagle. The annual ‘Great Zuurberg Trail Run’ is not to 
be missed - www.gztrun.co.za

GO DO THIS...
Issue No 02 / March 2021
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Go Ride
Hayterdale Trail Centre plays host to some of the top MTB trails 
in SA, with hand-built and manicured tracks catering for all levels 
of riders. Crank into proper velo pay dirt on 60km-plus of loamy 
single-track, with top quality builds, wooden bridges, shaped 
berms & bush tunnels galore. You’ll be smiling your way via 
indigenous forest and - once out of the bush (and quite possibly 
out of breath) – you’ll marvel at extraordinary views across the 
coastal plains towards Port Elizabeth. These well-marked and 
colour-coded routes is also central to the annual ‘Great Zuurberg 
Trek MTB Stage Race’ – www.addoadventure.co.za 

Horsing About
Saddle up on a ‘real horse’ for morning or afternoon rides in the 
Nyathi Section of Addo Elephant National Park. The 2-hr morning 
rides (from 08h00) is great for beginners, while longer afternoon 
rides (from 14h00) will suit experienced riders. Extensive herds 
of zebra, elephant, buffalo and other plains game makes for an 
exceptional wilderness experience;   all trails are conducted by 
experienced guides on well-trained horses – www.sanparks.org 

Go Walk with Elephants
Elephant Lodge & Safaris offers visitors an opportunity to enjoy 

an elephant encounter in proper Eastern Cape bushveld. View 
the elephants up close and on foot on a walk through the diverse 
flora and fauna of the valleys, plains and forests in their natural 
environment – www.addoelephantlodgeandsafaris.co.za   

4x4 Baviaans River Conservancy
The back roads transecting the remote valleys and hills of the 

Midlands Region will take you and your 4x4 into proper ‘Frontier 
Country’. Dozens of clashes between 1820 Settlers, the Boer 
Armies and Xhosa people having been fought in the region over 
a hundred year period, with memorials and monuments dotting 
the Baviaans River valley between Bedford and Tarkastad. Here 
you‘ll discover a land yet to be tamed, brimming with rugged off-
road tracks and farm stays renowned for their country hospitality 
– www.karooheartland.co.za 

oZONE  / MAGAZINE
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Zuurberg Mountain Village Inn

Situated high up on the Zuurberg 
Pass, this exclusive mountain retreat 
dates back to the 1850s. Set within 
160ha of indigenous vegetation - and 
with magnificent views of Addo Elephant 
National Park - their accommodation is 
up to international standards. Facilities 
include a restaurant, English pub, 
chapel, all-weather tennis courts and 
swimming pool, and guided game drives 
to the park are available – 

www.zuurbergmountainvillage.co.za 

Hayterdale Glamping

Hayerdale offers an inexpensive and 
unique opportunity to experience the 
remote African outdoors. Stay in tents 
which are equipped with 2 high density 
mattresses, clothes rack, table, down 
duvets and towels from @R150 pppn. 
Permanent luxury tents are currently 
being constructed in conjunction with 
AFRICAMPS, and will open to the public 
early in 2020 – 

www.addoadventure.co.za

Addo Elephant Lodge & Safaris

Bordering the Greater Addo Elephant 
National Park, this private conservation 
concern is fully fenced and stocked 
with game. Exclusive suites blend 
discreetly into the surrounding 
bushveld environment, nestling within 
yellowwood forests or perched on 
elevated wooden decks along the 
Zuurberg hills – 

www.addoelephantlodgeandsafaris.co.za

Camp Figtree Mountain Safari Lodge

Camp Figtree is a sanctuary in the 
heart of nature, providing tranquility, 
comfort and luxury in an eco-friendly 
environment. Accommodation ranges 
from a Family Suite to Superior Suites, 
Luxury Suites and Luxury Tents, all 
with verandas and superb views. 
Contemporary South African cuisine 
is served in the restaurant – www.
campfigtree.com

BEST TIME OF YEAR

The mountain micro-climate is 
generally mild, and mostly warm 
and temperate throughout summer. 
Winters tend to dip into ‘Big Chill’ mode, 
with freezing nights and fresh day-
time temperatures. Rainfall is evenly 
distributed throughout the year, with 
most precipitation in early and late 
summer. 

STAY HERE...
Issue No 02 / March 2021
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I love to meticulously comb through 
this magazine’s enticing spreads of 
potential adventures that await, trails 
to run, tracks to ride and when the next 
available date would be to do so. 

You see, I love the outdoors, because 
the more space, fresh air and wild 
mountain trails there are - the better. 
Another path I love to tackle though, is 
the creative one.  

Whilst my business has been around 
for a while now, and having covered 
a variety of different brands in the 
past; 2020 was all about doing things 
differently and thus I felt a rebrand was 
in order too.

Where this quote comes from, your 
guess is as good as mine; but for The 
Petite Athlete Design, it most certainly 
rings true. 

As a graphic designer and an avid 
adventurer, I find it magic when the 
outdoors and creativity coincide. I 
realised working with brands that 
embrace the outdoors has always given 
me the greatest amount of excitement. 
After all, the more in line you are with a 
brand, the better you can help build it.

Don’t get me wrong though, it’s 
an absolute privilege to be given the 
opportunity to help create any brand, 
but you know - the quote - whatever 
your passion is, try not silence it.  And 
so, the idea behind The Petite Athlete 
Design rebrand was born and the 
slogan followed.

Designer by day, 
Adventurer by 
Dusk.

By day you’ll find me behind my desk 
working on building your outdoor brand; 
and by dusk you’ll probably find me 
enjoying it.

Whether it be the design behind 
the shirt you’re wearing on a run, the 
branding of the local FKT event you’ve 
been eyeing, the nutrition labelling that 
caught your attention and has helped 
fuel your adventure, to the awesome new 
shop that stocks all the brands we wear 
- that’s the space I play in.

So in a nutritional nutshell - if you like 
what you see here in this oZINE, then get 
in touch and let’s chat.

 
Whether it be logos, product design 

development to design content for 
advertising, The Petite Athlete Design 
would love the opportunity to be involved 
with building your brand and dream.

Of course you can find me at the top of 
George Peak or simply at:   

 
thecreativeworx@gmail.com 
Instagram: @petiteathlete_design
Facebook: @petiteathletedesign

“Whatever your 
passion is, try not 
silence it. Instead, 
embrace it and let 
it guide you”

Comms live from the mountain
‘Social mediaring‘ for George 6 
Peaks FKT half way up Vensterberg.

oZONE  / MAGAZINE
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LOCAL BUZZ:
Bru, few experiences on the bike come 

close to the PwC Great Zuurberg Trek. 
Yup, I know many mountain biking stage 
races like to lay claim to a ‘boutique’ 
experience, but few of them actually 
deliver on this promise. The annual 
#GZT does so on all fronts, and without 
losing the edge when it comes to riding 
these wild Zuurberg trails he region has 
become legendary for.

You will find Hayterdale Trails at the 
heart of this epic riding region here in the 
heart of Eastern Cape ‘Frontier Country’ 
and boy, what a kickass MTB destination 
it is! Situated right on the border of Addo 
Elephant National Park, you have well 

over a 100km-plus of singletrack and 
jeep-track to explore.

Collect your bonus adventure points 
by getting face to face with ellies – 
either in the national park or at some of 
the nearby lodges – or by signing up for 
any number of other outdoor activities. 
No wonder the Eastern Cape is known as 
the ‘Adventure Province’! 

The mountain micro-climate is 
generally mild, and mostly warm and 
temperate throughout summer. Winters 
do go into big chill mode, with freezing 
nights and fresh day-time temperatures. 
Rainfall is evenly distributed throughout 
the year, with precipitation in early and 
late summer. 

More information - 
www.greatzuurbergtrek.co.za or 
www.hayterdale.co.za

The annual PwC Great 
Zuurberg Trek may well 
be a relatively recent 
addition to the SA MTB 
menu, but boy, this 
Stage Race has done 
wonders in converting 
riders to exploring 
the epic trails in this 
rugged part of the 
Eastern Cape Province.

PUBLICATION: WORDS & IMAGERY JACQUES MARAIS

ZUURBERG & HAYTERDALE
Eastern Cape
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TRAIL LOW-DOWN:
You can expect some one hundred 

per cent proof adventure riding here, 
whether you sign up for the event, or just 
saddle up for a solo adventure of note. 
Varied trails crisscross a breathtaking 
natural wilderness, with everything from 
grassland ridges, indigenous riverine 
forest, stands of sweet thorn trees and 
dinosaur cycads dating back millions of 
years, to superlative sunsets and remote 
and rugged gravel roads.

TRAIL FOCUS The good news is that 
you can plug straight 
into single-track 
heaven among the 
Zuurberg Foothills here. 
Hayterdale boasts hand-
built, manicured tracks 
that cater for all levels 
of mountain bikers, with 
more than 60km of trail 
riding - mostly along 
loamy single-track – just 
at the trail-park itself.

Issue No 02 / March 2021
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Top quality builds, with bridges, berms 
and bush tunnels galore, is sure to have 
you smiling all the way as you snake 
through the dense indigenous montane 
forest. 

Once out of the bush  (and quite 
possibly out of breath), you’ll be 
marvelling at extraordinary views from 
the Zuurberg ridges out and over the 
coastal plains towards Port Elizabeth. 
The well-marked and colour-coded 
routes makes it nearly impossible to lose 
your way: choose between 15km, 25km 
and 45km options, each with endless 
kilometres  of flowing track.

Test your technical skills on a world-
class crosscountry (XCO) and downhill 
(DHI) track. The 4.2km XCO course has 

approximately 130m of elevation gain 
and loss with a technical switchback 
climb and the “Rabbit Hole” over-and-
under crossing, while the 1.77km DHI 
course features a hair-raising vertical 
drop of 240m. WARNING – do not try to 
ride beyond your capabilities here!

If you’re a newby rider (or have the 
family with you), you have a number of 
gravel road options to explore. There’s a 
steep crank along the scenic Zuurberg 
Pass, reminiscent of Hogsback as you 
ascend amidst primary indigenous 
forest, or a drop into the Karoo landscape 
if you head out past Ann’s Villa … and yup, 
all of this is rideable on a gravel bike, too.

The Addo Trails itself are not all open 
to the public, but generally it is easy 

enough to gain access to these routes 
from the Zuurberg Mountain Village 
Inn, one of the local institutions here. 
Superb Sunday lunches, great country 
hospitality and a laid-back vibe make 
it one of those country hotels you will 
find extremely difficult to leave once 
you reach the end of your stay … mark 
my words.

oZONE  / MAGAZINE
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TRAIL FOCUS

GETTING THERE:
Zuurberg Mountain Village
Hayterdale Trails
Follow the N10 from Port Elizabeth towards 
Paterson, then turn left onto the R342 
for 24km. Pass the entrance to ADDO 
ELEPHANT NATIONAL PARK and turn right 
at the ‘Zuurberg’ sign; follow this gravel road 
for a further 7km (to Hayterdale) or 16km 
(to Zuurberg Mountain Village Inn).
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GRADING :

DURATION :

CONFIGURATION :

START POINT :

COORDINATES :

TERRAIN :

MAP :

ENTRY ENQUIREMENTS :

FACILITIES :

CELL RECEOPTION:

BEWARE OF :

MORE INFORMATION : 

Intermediate to Extreme

1 -3 hrs

15 -45km options, downhill and XCO

Hayterdale Trails

S33°23’29.4”/E25°43’22.2”

Mountainous terrain, jeep tracks and single-track

GPX download on web site

Entry fee payable/Cash only

Parking, toilets, braai and picnic facilities

Intermittent

Proper technical stuff on the XCO and DH tracks

For more local info – www.hayterdale.co.za

 

FAST FACTS

oZONE  / MAGAZINE
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HAYTERDALE TRAIL INFO
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TRAIL FOCUS
HAYTERDALE

The Hayterdale Red Route* is the toughest route 

that Hayterdale has to offer. It starts at hayterdale 

and climbs the Zuurberg pass up to the Zuurberg 

hotel. It then descends along the TMH trail and 

over the GZT bridge. Flowing down the Sea view 

trail you can enjoy a beautiful view of Nelson 

Mandela bay before you have to climb over Bush 

Buck Ridge. Some speedy sections through the 

Hayterdale flats give you momentum to finish of 

the final climb, Skeletons Gorge! You complete the 

loop with a bit of the Hayterdale national cross 

country course.

Primary Activity: MTB

Other Activities: E-Bike

Difficulty rating: Very Difficult

Route type: Loop

Bike Type: AM, XC

Physical Rating: Hard

* Hayterdale permit required

www.zuurberg.co.za/cycling/

Red Route on Trailforks

Distance Climb Descent high point

24.8km 768m -678m 595m

800

800

800

800

0 5 10 15 20 25

TRAIL INFO

21Ozine Magazine

HAYTERDALE TRAIL INFO
The Hayterdale Red Route* is the toughest route 
that Hayterdale has to offer. It starts at hayterdale 
and climbs the Zuurberg pass up to the Zuurberg 
hotel. It then descends along the TMH trail and 
over the GZT bridge. Flowing down the Sea view 
trail you can enjoy a beautiful view of Nelson 
Mandela bay before you have to climb over Bush 
Buck Ridge. Some speedy sections through the 
Hayterdale flats give you momentum to finish of
the final climb, Skeletons Gorge! You complete 
the loop with a bit of the Hayterdale national 
cross country course.
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TRAILFORKS MAP
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HAYTERDALE TRAILS
View the map here or follow the link 
below to see a scalable version of it

OZONE  / MAGAZINE
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The Core Merino Story

Merino wool is nature’s technical fibre and is durable, 
long-lasting and renewable making it the best choice of 
fibre for your outdoor adventures and for our planet.

Press play to see what the Core 
Merino natural merino wool 
garments are all about.

PLAY
NATURALLY
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PLAY
NATURALLY

Farm Dam Swimming
Testing Core Merino‘s natural 
wool gamrnets in the Baviaans 
River conservency.
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FABRIC :

SIZES :

WEIGHT :

FIT :

Nuyarn 125

S-2XL

114g

Relaxed

WʼS SHORT SLEEVE SCOOP NECK
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Fabric: Nuyarn 125
Sizes: S-2XL
Weight: 114g
Fit: Relaxed

Colours:             Bluefish        Sleet               Sugar Coral

This versatile top features our Nuyarn 125 Merino wool fabric, which 
combines soft, breathable merino wool with durable nylon to create 

a versatile layer that is ideal for hiking, running, traveling and 
everything in between. It features a relaxed fit and a slightly deeper 
crew neckline for a more stylish look that is sure to meet all of your 

needs.

scoop neckline

relaxed fit

CR155

WʼS SHORT SLEEVE SCOOP NECK

Fabric: Nuyarn 125
Sizes: S-2XL
Weight: 114g
Fit: Relaxed

Colours:             Bluefish        Sleet               Sugar Coral

This versatile top features our Nuyarn 125 Merino wool fabric, which 
combines soft, breathable merino wool with durable nylon to create 

a versatile layer that is ideal for hiking, running, traveling and 
everything in between. It features a relaxed fit and a slightly deeper 
crew neckline for a more stylish look that is sure to meet all of your 

needs.

scoop neckline

relaxed fit

CR155

WʼS SHORT SLEEVE SCOOP NECK

CR135 - W‘S

This versatile top features our Nuyarn 125 Merino wool 
fabric, which combines soft, breathable merino wool 
with durable nylon to create a versatile layer that is ideal 
for hiking, running, traveling and everything in between. 
It features a relaxed fit and a slightly deeper crew 
neckline for a more stylish look that is sure to meet all 
of your needs.

BLUEFISH SUGAR CORALSLEET
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Fabric: Nuyarn 125 / Nuyarn Eyelet 135
Sizes: S-3XL
Weight: 125g
Fit: Regular

Colours:              Asphalt        Black         Sodalite Blue

Our Nuyarn Short Sleeve Crew offers exceptional comfort and is a 
great fit for all pursuits. Whether worn as a single layer or underneath 

another layer, the natural breathability and odor prevention of 
Merino wool gives you the freedom to wear day after day on your 

next adventure.

chafe-free seams

panels for breathability

CR135

MʼS SHORT SLEEVE CREW

CR135 - M‘S

Our Nuyarn Short Sleeve Crew offers exceptional comfort 
and is a great fit for all pursuits. 
Whether worn as a single layer or underneath another 
layer, the natural breathability and odor prevention of 
Merino wool gives you the freedom to wear day after day 
on your next adventure.

FABRIC :

SIZES :

WEIGHT :

FIT :

Nuyarn 125 / Nuyarn Eyelet 135

S-3XL

125g

Relaxed

M‘S SHORT SLEEVE CREW

Fabric: Nuyarn 125 / Nuyarn Eyelet 135
Sizes: S-3XL
Weight: 125g
Fit: Regular

Colours:              Asphalt        Black         Sodalite Blue

Our Nuyarn Short Sleeve Crew offers exceptional comfort and is a 
great fit for all pursuits. Whether worn as a single layer or underneath 

another layer, the natural breathability and odor prevention of 
Merino wool gives you the freedom to wear day after day on your 

next adventure.

chafe-free seams

panels for breathability

CR135

MʼS SHORT SLEEVE CREW

ASPHALT SODALITE BLUEBLACK



ZUURBERG CYCLING TRAILS

View the trails here

Download the trail forks routes

SHOW ME
THE TRAILS
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High Country
Zuurberg and the immediate surrounds undoubtedly rates 
as one of SA’s favourite mountain escapes, and autumn is 
a perfect time to go make tracks in these remote ridges.

Welcome to the ‘wild side’ of the Cape. 
Yup, if you really want to get high on 
nature, the Eastern Cape – even today 
– boasts a bundle of brilliant off-the-
beaten-track destinations where you are 
still able to utterly lose yourself within 
the grandeur of the Great Outdoors …

 
This is the ‘Adventure Province’, and 

it boasts Mother Nature at her most 
diverse, with everything from an elephant 
matriarch trumpeting forth upon the 
Addo spekboom plains, to the guttural 
call screech of giant turaco ratcheting 
forth from within the canopy of the 
ancient Tsitsikamma forest. Add to this 
set upon set of shimmering super-
tubes charging towards tempestuous 
and untamed shores; the fiery, blood-
red burst of Aloe ferox spiking high 
along rocky ridges; or cumulus clouds 
scudding above arid scrubland plains to 
dump torrential rain on a remote merino 
farm in the far-off Karoo.

 
These are just a few of the landscapes 

your mind’s eye would snapshot if 
you should decide to road-trip into 
the Eastern Cape heartland. And once 
you have continued your journey deep 
into ‘Frontier Country’, you are sure to 
discover a glut of leisure escapes, eco-

getaways and adventure activities along 
endless back road routes.

 
Navigate inland from Addo Elephant 

National Park and you will meander 
into one of my favourite parts of the 
Oos-Kaap hinterland. Most tourists 
head straight for the main gate of this 
world-class park, but few realise that 
– less and half an hour up a winding 
gravel pass – a natural paradise awaits. 
Yup, the Zuurberg section of the park – 
incorporated less than a decade ago – 
allows the outdoor tribe to trail run, hike 
and mountain bike within a breathtaking 
playground.

 
Here, ancient cycadifolia dinosaur 

plants spike the sky, while deeply cleft 
valleys, dense with indigenous montane 
woodlands, teem with otters, bushbuck 
and an incredibly diverse birding list. The 
images in the accompanying GALLERY 
captures some of the highlights you can 
experience here in the Zuurberg-Addo 
section of the park and at Hayterdale 
Trails. Get ready for the adventure of a 
lifetime!

 Visit: 
www.ectourism.co.za or 
www.visiteasterncape.co.za 
for more information.

All Photographs & Copy ~ Jacques Marais

GALLERY
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GALLERY
All the Pretty Horses
 
Wilderness Therapy: Resetting your Circadian 
rhythms only take 48hrs … escape into the 
Zuurberg mountains to find tranquility and 
stillness away from the rush, buzz, traffic and 
screens of the Concrete Jungle. Two days of 
going to sleep at sunset, and waking with the 
dawn rays, will have untold beneficial effects 
on your mental and physical being. Plus, 
you get to run with the feral horses roaming 
the high Zuurberg ridges, and few things are 
more special than that …
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GALLERY
Zuurberg Trekking
 
Addo Elephant NP (Zuurberg Section): Few 
visitors to this famed national park realise 
that the trails in this new section inland from 
Addo is open to solo exploration. The access 
gate is opposite from Zuurberg Mountain 
Inn, and all you need to do is fill in your 
permit at the gate before you go wild along 
the legendary Zuurberg MTB Trek multi-day 
routes. Big news is that you can this year 
look forward to a new eBike event, the 
#GZTe 3-day Stage Race, as well.
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GALLERY
Yoga with Dinosaurs
 
Encephalartos Longifolius: Originally listed 
by Swedish botanist Carl Peter Thunberg on 
a 1772 trip to the Eastern Cape, the ancient 
‚bread palm‘ cycads date back to the late 
Palaeozoic era. Fossils have been traced to 
290-265 million years ago, when dinosaurs 
roamed the primal Zuurberg mountains.
The Encephalartos species is only found in 
Africa and their toxic seeds nearly killed Ge-
neral Jan Smuts while his rag-tag comman-
dos were under siege from the British during 
the Anglo-Boer War. They survived, as did 
the cycads over the millennia ... Their resis-
tance to fire, hurricanes and droughts is part 
of the reason they are still standing proud 
along the ‚Great Zuurberg Trail Run‘ Route ...
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GALLERY
Bush Tunnel Bombing
 
Hayterdale Red Trail: Yewww Bru! The final 
2km of downhill into Hayterdale Trail Centre 
is the bomb (literally!), as you blast downhill 
via a deep forest ravine that chutes into a 
dense bush tunnel. Pin your ears back for 
one of South Africa’s kiffest mountain biking 
trails, guaranteed. The Hayterdale Trails 
are open seven days a week, with excellent 
camping and day visitor facilities.
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GALLERY
Reconnecting with Nature
 
Time Out(side): Taking time out in nature 
is one of the best ways of countering the 
stresses and pressures brought on by 
our modern-day lifestyles, and hiking or 
running the Zuurberg trails is the perfect 
way to recharge mind, body and spirit. 
More info on the routes is available from 
www.mtbroutes.co.za and 
www.hayterdaletrails.co.za
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OZONE
PODCAST

Getting high
Johardt van Heerden 
summiting Vensterberg

Listen to our stories here:

Adventure. Outdoor 
Sporting Events. 
Road Trips onto 
Wide-Sky Plains. 
Bikes, Boards, Boats 
and all the Good Stuff.

Like #oZONE out on the back line... 
Yup, that ‚o‘ makes it the Outdoor Zone, 
and we have a thousand kiff stories to 
share with you!
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6 PEAKS FKT - GEORGE - NEW RECORD RUN

An interview with the top trail runners of 
South Africa after a Fastest Known Time 
Run in the Outeniquas in 2020. The record 
has since been smashed firstly by Ruan 
van der Merwe and then by Jacques Buys, 
who is now the record holder in a time 
of 5 hrs 15 mins, but the chat with these 
runners are still very relevant.

Zane Schmahl caught up with Johardt 
van Heerden, Daniël Claassen and Kyle 
Herring in George after they se a new 
fastest time on the 6 Peaks FKT route 
along the Outeniqua Mountains. Both 
Johardt and Daniel are arguably the top 
trail runners of South Africa at the moment 
and share some interesting insight on 
their career and take on trail running.

Listen on Audioboom:

Listen on Apple Podcasts:

Listen on Spotify:

Listen on Google Podcasts:
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https://open.spotify.com/show/1VobOj4E00BCJMmipIC5n3


Outeniqua Mountains
6 Peaks runners on route to Vensterberg summit
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HEY 
BREW
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The Journey is the Destination ...

We have all become so locked into 
life in the fast lane that we battle to 
disengage, even when we take time 
out. Often, when we set off on a ride, it 
focuses on the calories we burn, the 
distance we cover, or a Personal Best, 
rather than assimilating the experience 
of being in nature. We tend to force, 
rather than surrender to the flow; push, 
rather than following our breath …

This is one facet of life where small 
changes can deliver huge lifestyle 
benefits, and all you have to do is to 
#beinthemoment. Stop. Get off the bike. 
Breathe in the fragrance of the forest. 
Watch the dawn rays beam in through 
the branches. And hit up a brew of your 
favourite Arabica beans as part of your 
wilderness therapy session.  

There are no barista brewing stations 
here in the Zuurberg wilds, but sometimes 
the best caffeine fix comes straight from 
your Bialetti, with 360 Degree panoramas 
all round.

Kit used for our brew:
MSR Pocket Rocket Stove
4 Cup Bialetti
Porlex Mini Handmill
Coffee beans by BEAN THERE Coffee Roasters

In the fertile landscape of Sidamo province, in southern Ethiopia, 

we met the proud coffee farmers from the surrounds of Yirgalem 

town. In the ancient soils that first gifted the earth with coffee, 

these farmers still bring out the best in their crops, honouring a 

heritage of wild and intriguing flavours.

CLICK HERE TO ORDER: 
www.beanthere.co.za 
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         Nature 
Connectedness...

“Humankind has not woven the web of life
We    are but one thread within it 

Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves 
All things are bound together 

All things connect” 

 - CHIEF SI’AHL (SEATTLE) OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN DUWAMISH TRIBE . (1780-1866)
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         Nature 
Connectedness...
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And Breathe...
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are from it - and of it. It is also because 
of this that ancient man honoured the 
oceans and mountains and forests and 
rivers, as he was utterly at one with their 
flow and rhythm.

 
It is only in recent history that 

mankind disconnected from their 
natural world through urbanisation, and 
this short-circuited the synchronicity, 
directly leading to large-scale pollution, 
untenable greed, habitat destruction 
and the eventual tipping point where 
our unsustainable lifestyles have global 
warming poised to destroy the planet. 
We can only hope thatsomehow, the tide 
can be turned…

A team of Japanese researchers 
recently conducted a study and found 
spending time in nature led to an 
incremental increase in adiponectin, a 
hormone regulating glucose levels in the 
body, with quantifiable improvements 
to those suffering from high blood 
pressure, obesity, depression, ADHD and 
other modern maladies.

The ‘Fear Response’: to me, this has 
to be the scariest part of the past few 
months, by a long shot. In so many ways, 
it brought out ‘the best in humans, and 
the worst in humans’. Not my quote - 
and one often used in the media - but a 
hard truth, nonetheless. 

 
During our on-going lockdown, a vast 

majority of the global population bought 
into the mindset that the great outdoors 
is a dangerous place, rife with potential 
exposure to‚ the virus‘. The reality 
counterpointing this typically human 
cognitive bias was that ‘outside’ became 
a dirty word, with humankind losing 
sight of the untold healing benefits that 
exposure to nature actually brings. 

The term #NatureConnectedness’ was 
coined by Wesley Schultz as part of a 
research thesis on “Exploring Implicit 
Connections with Nature”, published in 
the respected ‘Journal of Applied Social 
Psychology’. In its most simplistic form, 
this “essentially means that humans 
have a desire to be near nature”, he says. 

 
This close kinship between man 

and nature can, however, be traced 
back millions of years. After all, our 
homo sapiens origins are intrinsically 
embedded within the natural world, as we 

PHOTOGRPAHY & COPY BY JACQUES MARAIS

A sure way of 
re-affirming this 
‘affinity to nature’ is to 
spend more time in it.
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Awe-inspiring nature scenery has been shown to accelerate 
recovery from posttraumatic stress disorder (this according to 
a University of Berkeley study), while Swedish scientists proved 
that time in nature improves recovery from psychological 
stress. 

And this is exactly why a weekend away in the wilderness 
can be a life-changing experience especially during the 
current times of corona-related stress). Natural grandeur is 
guaranteed as part and parcel of an escape, whether it is the 
Zuurberg ranges or an untouched beach on the Namaqua West 
Coast. It is here where you will rediscover a multitude of unique 
ways to once again commune at grassroots level and return to 
your instinctive cognitive state. 

Hike into a high peak and stand entranced within the swirl of 
a million snowflakes; crank onto the free-flow of a mountain 
biking trail to feel the energy of our remarkable planet; stand 
stock-still and drink in those close encounters with eland and 
verreaux eagles; tramp onto a trail amidst sandstone turrets or 
plunging granite cliffs; let San rock art transport you thousands 
of years into the past lives of hunter-gatherer generations; dip 
into a freezing pool for some cold-water therapy and a reset 
zing of your entire immune system ... this is how to escape the 
virtual trap and re-imagine your reality.

Related research shows that your 
average contemporary human 
spend as much as 90% of their 
time indoors, and this resultant 
disconnect from the great outdoors 
is directly detrimental to your 
mental and physical health.
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surrender to a star-studded firmament right at the centre-
point of your holding space within the universe, listening as 
the subliminal sounds of the ‘Church of the Great Outdoors’ 
wash over you, clearing your mind of the stresses of day-to-
day living. This is a surefire way to reset your circadian rhythm 
and recharge your soul ... all you need do is make the time to 
re-connect with nature.

And at night...
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